[Reading the display]

[2-HAND AND SECOND DOTS DISPLAY]

[3-HAND DISPLAY]

[Readjusting errors up to ±30 seconds]
Precise time can be maintained by correcting the seconds once a month on a time signal from a radio, TV, telephone, etc.

Press ⑧ to correct seconds. Press ⑧ on a time signal. Gains or losses within 30 seconds are adjusted to zero.

[Setting minutes and hours]

[Minute and hour setting]

[Hour setting]
Press ⑧ twice to set time and calendar. The display advances one minute with every push of ⑧ and starts to advance rapidly by keeping ⑧ pressed for one second or more. Press ⑧ to set hours. The display advances one hour with every push of ⑧ and starts to advance rapidly by keeping ⑧ pressed for one second or more. Press ⑧ to complete.

[Eye-catching display for showroom demonstration]
Press ⑧ for three seconds or more, and the facia starts to pulsate with two alternate displays — accumulated seconds and the seconds hand, until a button is pressed.